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By Pit Thomas
Makeup Editor

Council approves films;
discusses standards

Approval of a film studies program
and debate on University academic
qualily and standards were the topics
discussed by Academic Council
yesterday.
The establishment of a film studies
program offering major and minor
degrees was approved unanimously.
The interdisciplinary program. based
in the College of Arts and Sciences,
will consist of a creative/technical
track and a history'theory/crilicism
track. Both tracks will require a
32-hour core curriculum.
A HALF-TIME directoi will be

An
Independent
Student
Voice

appointed
to
coordinate
the
administration and implementation
of the program.
University Provost Dr. Kenneth
Roihe
initiated
discussion
of
academic quality and standards by
asking council to establish areas of
concern and processes by which
academic standards could be studied.
He said the general bulletin offers
"very little guidance" concerning the
academic objectives and standards of
the University.
Dr. Karl Vogt. dean of ihe College
of Business Administration, said a
standard level of communications
skills should be established for all
students. He said he is concerned
with downward trends in the ability

of students to establish and maintain
basic communications skills.
He added that grading practices
which enable students to repeat
courses several times and alter grade
point averages are detrimental lothe
Quality of education.
DR. JOHN Enksen. dean of the
college of Arts and Sciences, said a
proficiency lest to determine ihe
level of a student's communications
skills might be administered to
undergraduate
students
at
approximately the junior level.
He said under this plan, a student
unable to meet established standards
would
not
be
awarded
a
baccalaureate degree. Considerable
debate of this plan followed.
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Dr. Lynn Ward, associate professor
of legal studies, said if such
requirements were established, "We
had better make sure those courses
meet those requirements." He added
that core courses, emphasizing basic
skills, are often "the worst in the
school."
Council discussed the apparent
lack of student concern over the
quality of education. Dr. Erikson said
students appear complacent and even
encouraging to "sloppy instruction."
Rothe appointed a committee of
six members to examine methods of
establishing and enforcing basic skills
requirements. No other action was
taken.
.
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Facility group action
may delay renovations
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
Action yesterday by the Ohio
Public Facilities Commission may
cause a hall In over SIO million of
capital improvement projects at the
University.
The commission granted Governor
James Rhodes' request to withhold the
scheduled sale next Tuesday of SbO
million ol bonds designated for higher
education
capital
improvement
projects.
AFFECTED by the commission's
action arc plans for a $7 million
university Musical Arts Building as
well is renovations to the Graduate
Center and Hanna and Overman Halls,
according to University Provost Dr.
Kenneth Rothc.
The
commission
called
the

moratorium after the governor uiged
that no further sale of bonds should be
set until the General Assembly iv able
to provide funds to pay outstanding
obligations due the Ohio Building
Authority (OBA).
The stale owes the OBA SI 2 million
in outstanding debts for ihe new SS.t
million State Office Towci and oihci
smaller projects.
In a letter to Howard Collier,
director of the office of budget and
management of the Ohio legislature.
Governor Rhodes said that, unless the
General Assembly makes an Immediate
appropriation of approximately $12
million, the entire credit rating of the
slate is in jeopardy.
"ANY ISSUANCE of bonds II tins
time would probably demand an
extremely high rate of inlciesi if there
were any bidders." he said.

Chief US mediator
may fill labor post
WASHINGTON
(AP)- Chief
federal mediator W.J. Usery Jr. is
expected to be named secretary of
"labor now lhat John Dunlop has quit.
In explaining his resignation. Dunlop
said yesterday he had lost the "sense
of trust, confidence and respect"
essential between government and
organized labor.
Knowledgeable White House aides
described Usery. director of Ihe
Federal
Medial ion
Service
and
President Ford's chief trouble shooter
in labor-management disputes, as a
natural replacement.
Usery, 52. widely respected by both
labor and management, was passed
pvei for Ihe Labor Department job last
March when Dunlop was named to
succeed Peter Brennan.
WITH
DUNLOP
leaving,
the
administration is counting on Usery's
mediating expertise lo maintain
industrial peace in this election year.
Major contracts affecting 4.5 million
•workers are up ior tenegotiation. and a
rash of strikes and inflationary
settlements could abort the economic
recovery and damage Ford politically.
Although considered the leading
candidate. Usery's nomination is by no
'means certain He is expected to be
opposed by the same conservative
groups lhal persuaded the President to
reverse his position on the "common
site" picketing bill, which would have
given unions the right to picket an
entire construction site.
Ford vetoed the bill, sought by
organized labor since the Truman
administration, after earlier assuring
rDunlop and labor leaders lhat he
would sign it. The switch destroyed
Dunlop's credibility with the labor
chiefs who accused Ford of a
double-cross.
Dunlop. 61, a Harvard economist
'and long-time mediator and arbitrator
in construction industry disputes, met
with Ford al the White House Tuesday
evening. He submitted a one-paragraph
letter recording his resignation, and
thanking Ford for the opportunity to
serve.

added: "You will be greatly missed by
all who have had the privilege ol
working with you."
IN MEETING
with
reporlcrs
yesterday to explain Ins decision.
Dunlop stressed thai his resignation
was not a piolest but the result of a
careful determination lhal he couid no
longer
effectively
serve in the
administration.
He said it was "my sober conclusion
lrv»m discussions" with leading fi^mes
in labor and management "that
attitudes have been significantly
affected and that
the requisite
communications, confidence and trust
is no longer possible, at least with me
in the post of secretary of labor."
Dunlop said he would remain at his
post "in a caretaker function" until
Jan. 31 when he will return to Harvard
University. He said the President urged
him not to quit.

Ohio
House
Minority
Leader
Charles Kurfcss said because of the
stale debt, the governor had no
alternative hut to request a halt in
bond sales.
Kurfess said that how long the
moratorium lasts is directly dependent
on whether the General Assembly
appropriates the 512 million necessary
to meel its debts.
"A bill to appropriate the money
has been dratted and will be
Introduced by the beginning of next
week. There should he no delay in Us
passage unless we tun into partisan
rankling." Kurfess said.
Capital Improvement projects at all
Ohio universities will icsume once ihe
money is appropnaied and the
moratorium
hfled. according lo
Kurfess.

DR.

ROTHE

lined

lhat

the

moratorium has only postponed, and
nol cancelled University renovations.
"Most
people
feel
that
the
legislature will act quickly. Until they
do act, however, we must assume that
we don't have the money. You have lo
•c carettd not to commit yourself,"
I >i Rothe said.
Dr. Rothe added that some of the
University's renovations may actually
be tunded by other bonds and may
not be effected by the moialorium.
All stale universities have some
projects that will he effected by the
halt in bond sales, according to
Kurfess.

_ ., _
S/lCI©!**

While many people are muttering about the weather, Mick McBride. Bowling Green
"'"'' Sl1 ' s"lll,l"> '■lk,'~ advantage "I it In sledding down the hill on the
University golf course. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Concert agreements reached
By Jim Sluzewski
Staff Reporter
The ad hoc commit lee formed to
look into scheduling difficulties in
Anderson Aiena tentatively agreed on
a compromise plan yesterday lhal
could end the problem of arranging
rock concerts and olher social
activities at the University.
The committee, chaired by Dr.
Sheldon Halpern, vice-provost for
faculty affairs, and comprised of

representatives of the Health and
Physical
Education
Department
(IIPE).
the
Union
Activities
Organization
(UAO).
Student
Government Association (SGA) and
others, agieed thai room for up lo 12
concerts will be piovided for within an
academic year.
THE GROUP agreed to set aside
space for one weeknighl concert or
social activity dining the winter
quarter, two weeknighls for those

activities during fall quarter and three
wceknights during spring quarter, plus
an additional six weekend dates
throughout the academic year.

ihe

committee

that

DR.
RICHARD
LENHART.
coordinator of student activities and
member of the committee, was the
author of many of the provisions
agreed upon by the group, including
the maximum weeknighl dale plan and
the concept of a one-month lead time.
The committee concurred that
Anderson Arena will be booked on a
first-come,
first-serve
basis,
bul
conceded that scheduled programs,
such as gym classes, open gym times
and intramural games, can be cancelled
or held elsewhere if a concert is
arranged, providing il is booked at
least 30 days ahead of lime.
If, however, Iwo different groups
request to book the arena for Ihe same
night and put in their requests al Ihe
same lime, the committee set up a set
of priorities. Undei the set of
priorities, classes would be first on the
list,
intramurals
second,
intercollegiate activities third, social
events next and other activities last.
Several members of the group
expressed opinions agreeing that many
of Ihe present scheduling problems
would
be
resolved
when
the
University's new recreation facility is
built in about two years.
OTHERS ARGUED that this new
system would help the University as a
whole.
"The 30-day waiting period will
force people lo plan furthe, in the
future and that will make for a better
program," Richard St oner, director of
the University Union said.

Ford said he received Dunlop's
.etter "with the deepest regret" and

Weather
Cloudy today with snow likely by
evening
continuing
through
tomorrow. Highs today 25 to 30.
Lows tonight in the upper teens
and highs tomorrow around 30.
Chance of snow 30 per cent today
and 70 per cent tonight.

stipulated

arrangements must he made tot those
dales more than 30 days in advance.
Nol more than 12 dales could
ihereforc be booked for Anderson
Arena during ihe year.
One stipulation the committee set.
however, is lhal ihe aiena can only be
reserved for a concert from 3 p.m. the

day of Ihe activity lo 8 a.m. the day
after the event, instead of the mote
than 24 hours previously needed for
set-up and lake-down of the activity's
props.

Helping hand

Walking to class was hazardous to students' health
until University workmen came to the rescue with
handfulb of salt to melt the ice. (Newsphoto by
Lance Wynn)

The committee also decided to post
a schedule of walk-on athletic time
when students could play basketball or
other sports al campus facilities on
their free time.
Also discussed was the possibility of
limiting the use of both men's and
women's gymnasiums to athletic or
physical education activities.
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cat bite brings criticism
By Sunn Nikolai

nightmarish cutbacks
It is 5:30 on a Wednesday afternoon. You have just finished
dinner in the dorm, and suddenly you don't feel very well. Severe
pains are gripping at your stomach. You are nauseous and vomiting.
Dragging yourself over to the Health Center, you pull on the door
handle of the darkened building but find it is locked.
Sound like a nightmare? Well, that bad dream very well may come
true soon if University administrators decide to eliminate after-hours
and in-patient services at the Health Center in order to reduce the
center's budget deficit.
The two reductions are being considered by a cost study group to
see how much money the University would save in personnel, food,
supply and maintenance costs by converting the center into an 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. only operation.
But like some medical treatments, the cure for the budget deficit
may be worse than the disease. Why should University students face
the inconvenience of making transportation arrangments to receive
medical care at Wood County Hospital while a medical building
which is within a 10-minutc crawl of most residents stands unused?
This also raises the question of why students should support the
center with general fee money when the only time it will serve them
is if they time their illness to show the symptoms between 8 a.m. and
5 p.m.
Seventy per cent of the center's operation is paid for through
student general and facility fees. Before University administrators
take such drastic action as severely limiting the health care services
which students heavily subsidize, they should look into such
revenue-raising options as increasing in-patient charges to students.

301 Treadway
Guest Student Columnist
I am writing this letter to document
the events of Oct. 29 through Nov. 20,
1975, concerning the Bowling Green
departments of health and police. Its
purpose is to inform the proper
authorities of some of the strengths
and
weaknesses
within
their
departments.
I hope its contents may result in
appropriate recognition of these
people for their respective efforts and
responsibilities.
On Wednesday. Oct. 29, at 7:50
p.m., I was bit by a stray cat in
McDonald Quadrangle. Since I still had
the cat in my possession. I phoned
campus police and was referred to the
Bowling Green police. When I called
there, the woman who answered was
as unhelpful as she could have been.
She told me that there was no one on
duty who could come and get the cat.
FURTHERMORE she led me to
believe that Bowling Green had no
provisions at all for quarantining cats.
Since I live in a dorm where animals
are not allowed. I was very upset. I
suppose she thought I was going to
keep this cat in a box under my bed
until it got sick and hit everyone on
the door.

where the buses go
WASHINGTON -The
Boston
school busing crisis is getting to be like
the Asian flu. It comes every winter.
Instead of fever, aches and a sore
throat, die symptoms are kids fighting
in South Boston High, angry whites.
boycotll, appeals to reason by the
well-meaning and a case of generalized
depression for those of us lucky
enough not to be directly involved.
With the coming of warm weather and
summer recess, the disease goes away
until next year.
This winter's attack was brought on
by the decision of Federal Judge W
Arthur Garrity to put South Boston
High School in something that is being
described as "rccciverslup."
Ilus translates into the judge
kicking oul the principal and running
the Joint himself Taking into account
the federal bench's competence and
put .kcomplishinenis. it should be an
amusement to watch Judge Garrity
conduct a remedial civics course to a
hiraciul
classroom of frightened.
confused and angry adolescents.
NEVERTHELESS, THE pressure is
still strong to support these crazy
judges who spend their afternoons
drawing up bus tuneiahles. To align
one's self against busing is to appear to
side with Pal Moynihan. South Africa,
the Ku Kim kl.m and the People's
Republic of China.
George McGovern. the one-time
presidential candidate who has signed
with Mil to do for the Republican
National Convention next summer
what Howard Cosell docs better for
pro football, tackles the issue by
striking ihc heroic pose. The senator
puts his feel wide apart and calls for
support lor lawful court orders to bus
the kiddies. After that he begins to

mumble,
If any doubts are expressed as to
the efficacy of all this trundling of
youth aboul on the highways, Mr.
McGovern. coming from a farm state,
proposes more money be allocated to
the school lunch program. Adjurations
lo spend money, shut up and support
lawful court orders belong back in the
days when they had those "Impeach
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they've put people of good will in the
position of having to support them or
appear to give aid and comfort to the
racists. When we prevail, and we will
because
we
have
the
federal
government and the army on our side,
rejoice. We will have made every child
an envelope to be stamped by an equal
opportunity cancelling machine.

Earl Warren" billboards on the
highways.
Mr. Warren has gone to his grave
and millions of student-bus miles have
been rolled off with scant discernable
effect on the young persons who are
supposed to benefit from this agony.
That's correct. The purpose of the
busing isn't to rebuke the racitti. nor
to uphold the dignity and authority oT
the tunnel-visioned gentlemen sitting
on federal court benches. It is to help
children, especially black children, get
a decent schooling, and by that
standard of judgment busing has been
only of the most marginal value.
WHATEVER GOOD it may have
done is cancelled out by the nature of
the debate it has caused. Instead of
people talking about education, we are
sidetracked onto arguments about
white flight or diverted into a poiniless
pro and con about an anti-busing
constitutional amendment. If they're
going to pass an amendment decreeing
how children are to get to school,
what are they going to do for the
commuters?
The busing controversy began when
civil rights groups prolested sending
black children past white schools that
were closer to their homes to attend
segregated black institutions. Later,
the courts evolved the idea that they
had an obligation to go further than
outlawing segregation andin the
failing quest for some sort of ideal
racial mix in every public school-got
themselves lost in the transporation
quagmire.
Civil rights people went along with
the proposition, because they thought
the black children would share in the
benefits
that
the richer, more
influential and more powerful whites
would win in their fight for better
education. It hasn't worked out that
way
principally
because
better
education
has customarily been
translated into demands for higher per
pupil expenditures.
BUT NOBODY looked at what the
buses have meant for public education.
School busing really got under way in
the
1930s.
It
had
no racial
connotations whatsoever. The buses
were needed to make possible the
consolidation of the rural little red
schoolhouse. Next they were used
increasingly in suburban and even a
number of urban areas because,
without them, it was impossible to run
the
centralized.
bureaucratized
contemporary public school system.
Thus, before the race issue came
along, the educators were well on their
way to using the buses to wreck the
small school of humane proportions
and turn public education into a
civil-service post office procedure in
which children are used instead of
envelopes.
The federal judges, insensitive clods
that they are, are merely completing
the
process
ihe
educational
administrators
started.
Moreover.

I thought she treated me very
impersonally, as if I should not be
concerned by a stray cat bite. It made
me wonder why I was always told to
be careful of strays and not to let one
loose if it bit you. I kept the cat in my
closet illegally overnight and one of
my roommates slept across the hall
from fright.
The next morning I called Mr.
Foster, the warden and he came to my
dorm and picked up the cat. He
informed me of the processes, and to
make certain that I was going to the
doctor for a tetanus shot and to follow
the doctor's instructions concerning
possible symptoms.
I was also told that the County
Health Department would get in touch
with me as soon as the cat showed
signs of illness or when the quarantine
expired.
FROM that point on I heard
nothing at all until Wednesday, Nov.
19 (21 days after the bite.) Warden
Foster called me to inform me that the
owner had claimed the cat and that if I
had any outstanding medical expenses.
I could impose them on the owner.
I was impressed by his efforts
beyond the call of duly. He was
surprised to hear that the health
department hadn't called me to tell me
the condition of the cat after the
quarantine, which is ten days.
That same afternoon. I received a
certified letter from the Department
of Health which said. . "I have been
unable to contact Miss Leady who
owns the cat that bit you until today.
The cat got away from her and she
docs not know where the cat is
Therefore, we must advise you to
contact your doctor and follow his
instructions regarding the bite." It was
signed by Boyd Frazier. Sanitarian.
My first reaction of course, was
total amazement. The quarantine is
only ten days, and yet I didn'l find
out that the cat was missing until 11
days after the quarantine was over.

IT upset me that Mr. Frazier could
have called me the day before at 8
a.m. I never imagined that anyone
could waste time dictating a letter to
someone who might have rabies.
Furthermore, my doctor tells me that
if I had gotten rabies from the bite Mr.
Frazier would have been sending his
certified letter to a corpse.
The letter left out a few crucial
details. For instance, the length of the
quarantine, the condition of the cat
when it left the veterinarian's care and
the date that the cat was lost again. I
imagine that if I took that letter to my
doctor with no further information,
three weeks after the bite, he would
laugh in my face.
When I called Mr. Frazier's office to
collect more information, his secretary
was most callus. I asked her to have
him call me immediately. When I tried
to explain my tremendous concern,
she felt it her duty to assure me that
no one has died of rabies in Bowling
Green in 20 years -- an interesting bit
of trivia but hardly comforting. I told
her to write it on my tombstone.
After all, if my concern was so
unfounded, why did the health
department waste 60 cents to send me
a letter to tell me about it?
SINCE Mr. Frazier did not return
my call at all that day. I called the
infirmary, ihe veterinarian and Mr.
Foster to obtain more information. I
even called the owner. Linda Leady.
She told me that Mr. Frazier had two
appointments to visit her and check
Ihe cat. both of which he failed 10
keep.
Linda had the cat for the full
quarantine and five days after that,
but Mr. Frazier postponed his duly
until he called her at 8 a.m. on
Tuesday. Nov. 18.
Mr. Frazier finally returned my call
Ihe next day at 8 a.m. He told me that
he only tried three times in those nine
days to contact Miss Leady. When I
sounded astonished, he pointed out

that he has more to do in hit job than
call cat owners.
I told him quite honestly I couldn't
think of too many things more
important than rabies. I also told him
that I felt I should not have been
mailed that letter, but should have
been called and given all the facts
without the panic I experienced. Mr.
Frazier obviously did not care for my
comments as he hung up on me.
AN hour later, however. I received
the biggest lift throughout this entire
ordeal. Glen Foster, the warden, called
me back. In all. during the two days, I
think he called me five times. He
showed so much concern for not only
my health, but my mental well-being
as well.
The last time he called, was merely
to calm me down, because he knew
about my conversation with Mr.
Frazier. and he knew that I was
fantastically upset.
His concern not only changed my
attitude toward my health worries, but
gave me the determination to write
this letter to make certain that these
"servants of the people" get the
recognition they deserve for their
efforts - good and bad.

let's hear from you
The BG .News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 300
words
typewritten
We ask that
columns be no more than lour tvped
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
authors name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor
co The BG News. 106
I'niversitv fall

nixon cautious on choices

WASHINGTON - By all accounts.
Richard Nixon is applying himself
industriously behind the walls of his
seaside home in San Clemente.
California.
-"The big task just now is the
organization of his memoirs of the
presidency for later publication. He
keeps up withi the daily news, sees
friends and is keenly following Julie
and David Fisenhower's sojourn in
China.
He sent along a warm note to Mao
Tsc-tung. effusively recalling their
diplomatic iriumph in Peking four
winters ago when the two of them
radically
altered
the
course of
Sino-Amcrican history.

NIXON HAS Ihe power to affect
history another way this year. He is
acutely conscious of the fact that
America elects a president in 1976 and
that, for the first time in nearly a
quarter-century, he will not be an
open participant in the quadrennial
drama of selecting the Republican
party ticket. He nonetheless is
destined to be a central figure in the
campaign months ahead. Watergate, he
knows, has seen to that.
Bui beyond the reviling he expects
from the Democrats, there is an
intriguing, even delicious way in which
the San Clemente exile can exert an
influence within the GOP. He knows
it. So do President Ford and Ronald
Reagan.
For better or worse, for blessing
or curse, the former president is
waiting for the right moment to
declare his choice for the Republican
nomination.
The fact that his counsel is being
sought, and that it could have an
effect, is invigorating to him. He
knows, as do Ford and Reagan, that
there are a lot of Republicans besides
Rabbi Korff who feel he got a raw deal
from the media and the Democratic
Congress.
They also know that a lot of other
Republicans think he got exactly what
he deserved. So one way or the other.
Nixon senses that his endorsement will
make a difference in the race. But
when and how to say it?
IT'S STILL too early, he has
informed friends. The first couple of
primaries might provide some dues as
to whether Mr. Ford or Reagan have
what it takes to make a strong run for
the presidency in November. Then
again, the early primaries may show
nothing.
In the latter case, runs the view
from San Clemente. Nixon will have to
wait it out awhile longer-like many
other Republicans. If Reagan or the
president establishes a clear lead and
turns the contest into a runaway, it's
obvious whom he will then endorse.
But a close race, ah. that could be
something else. Then an endorsement
would be interesting. It just might be

thai Jerry or Ronnie-or both-at some
point in time might even find occasion
to stop by San Clemente.
Tiat's just a personal footnolc.
friends are told. The really important
thing is to do what's right for (lie
future of the country and ihe
Republican party. A former president
cannot evade that obligation, can he?

THOSE WHO have discussed this
subject with Nixon arc inclined to
judge him as strictly neutral for now.
His
wait-and-see
attitude
seems
genuine lo them. Hemming as it docs
from his appraisal of the campaign
thus far.
In Nixon's view. Jerry Ford hasn't
done everything in the best possible
manner,
but
given
ihe
heavy
opposition from Congress and the
difficulty of his economic and foreign
problems, the Ford record on balance
looks pretty good in San Clemente.
He retains, friends arc convinced, a
residual gratitude toward the president
who
pardoned
him
from
any
Watergate crimes, even though Mr.

J. F.
tit Mm st

0*

Foid has put some political distance
hetwen himself and his old mentor
that is not appreciated by him.
As for Reagan, friends of Nixon
hear that the former California
governor
has
a
tremendous
opportunity to emerge as a really
strong
presidential
candidateproviding
he
doesn't
"pull
a
Goldwater."
NIXON IS not above reminding
conservative acquaintances that there
aren't enough of them to elect a man
to the White House. So Reagan, in his
view, has got to think about moving

Lerrers
sga decision
hurts students
The
Student
Government
Association (SGA) Senate has decided
to squash a constructive porposal that
would have guaranteed a more
representative student government.
The
purported reason for not
implementing the districting program
for the Feb. 5 student elections was
that there was not enough time. In
election board lingo, the phrase 'not
enough time' means 'we do not want
to work.'
At the Jan. 7 meeting of the Senate.
Election and Opinions Board director
Kathleen Keams stated that it was too
late to implement the districting for
this election. Little work was left to be
done.
The districts were drawn up. The
.BG News could have published election
news and polling locations. The
commuters had expressed interest in
providing manpower to help any
election official who needed help. The
only work left to be done would have
been to do some leading, instead of
following the election procedures of
last year.
The senate opted to table the whole
issue. Due to this senate vote, we can
expect 'in the upcoming election
another clannish slate of senatorial
candidates that do not truly represent
us.
If the United States Congress voted

to disband congressional districts we
would be the first to object to a gross
neglect of proper representation. Yet
our present
student
government
operates
without
guaranteed
representation.
The only recourse available is to
implement the districting proposal as
soon as possible after the upcoming
student election.
It could have been implemented this
year if the election board had ceased
wasting time by continually talking
about a lack of time.
With a large election turnout there
is every reason to believe that
districting could be a reality for the
1977 student elections.
Robert Wolf
6995 Garden Rd.
Maumee, Ohio

illogical
suggestion
My first question to Mr. McCorkle
and Mr. Burkholder is simply this: Are
you serious? I am amazed that you
gentlemen could hold such a dim view
of today's youth.
Until reading your letter, I was not
aware that I should consider myself a
degenerate. I was also under the
impression, sirs, that our grand old
USA is a democracy, not a prison.
As a democracy, we have certain
liberties. One of those is the right to
privacy, as stated in amendment

toward the center of his party while
still retaining conservative support.
The former president says it
helpfully.
they
report.
He
is
appreciative of Reagan's staunch
support duiing even the darkest days
of his Watergate trauma. But Nixon
apparently does not feel beholden to
either Ford or Reagan. He will pass the
word of his preference, friends are
advised, strictly on the basis of
performance in the campaign.
So far as this reporter can
determine, neither Reagan nor Mr.
Ford has directly solicited Nixon's
advice or his support. Nor have they
authorized others to do it for therri.
But they are aware of the Nixon views
as reported above.
Like the rest of the country,
apparently, they also will have to wait
until he makes it perfectly clear. For
now. Richard Nixon is keeping them
twisting, twisting slowly in the winter
wind.
Copyright. 1976. Universal Press
Syndicate/Detroit News

fourteen of the Constitution.
The idea of surveillance cameras is
illogical, financially unsuitable and
possibly illegal. It's tantamount to
spying. Must America spy on her
people? Isn't it sufficient for Russia
and East Germany to spy on their
people?
Let me remind you. sirs, that we are
presumably adults. We can vote and
fight this country's wars. Should we
not also be permitted to wear the
length of hair and mode of dress we
choose''
Let me assure you that I am not a
communist activist who has infiltrated
your precious institution. Rather I ant
an American citizen born and raised
under the principle of democracy. And
yes, my blood runs just as red as
yours. That seemingly would make me
a red blooded American, would it not?
Have you gentlemen been living in a
closet all your lives? This is not i
radical change in our youth, but has
happened
gradually.
Why
the
complaint, now?
If you are not satisfied with the!
situation here, I recommend you
attend a private school. You are more
likely to find what you want there;
But please, gentlemen, do not attempt
to speak for all of your feUow red
blooded Americans. You may find
that democracy has taught us well to
enjoy our freedom.
Denise Smith
Jan Springett
Stie Cahirs
319 Harmon

<]
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University hiring procedures
involve minorities, women
By Lorraine Jameson
Assistant Managing Editor

Myron Chenault, University affirmative action officer, spoke yesterday before the
University Women's Caucus in the River Room. Union. (Newsphoto by Mindv
Milliaan)

Chenault

Equal opportunity for
minorities and women was
the topic of a talk yesterday
by University affirmative
action
officer
Myron
Chenault at a meeting of the
University Women's Caucus.
Chenault explained his
duties and the work done
by the Office of Human
Resources,
of
which
affirmative action concerns
are a part, to a group of
about 50 women in the
River Room. Union.
Chenault said one aspect
of his job is to monitor
hinng procedures at the
University. A proposed
University hiring procedure
which may take effect Peb.
I would require that a
department head fill out a
request and authorization

Aspirin, drug combination potentially
lethal, reports Cleveland researcher
director of the division of
plastic surgery at the
hospital and a Case Western
Resetve
University
professor, said the dtug used
in cancer chemotherapy "in
carefully calculated doses
ovct a period of time. . .tcts
by interfering with the

production of both normal
and cancer cells."
Mandel and his research
assistant. Melanie /ink. said
methotrexate is changed
into a mote active form
when it combines with
salicylates. Ihe family of
drugs that includes aspirin.

Bishop upholds women

THE
COMBINATION
affects the normal cells that
piotect the body against
infectious
diseases and
"may produce a dramatic
adverse
reaction."
the
doctor said
"It is clear thai salicylaies
greatly
increase
methotrexate toxicity and
that a polentially lethal
drug interaction exists."
Mandel said in reporting the
findings in the
1175
publication Surgical Forum.
A patient's I We could be
threatened in the most

CLEVELAND! API-A
University
Hospitals
researcher says he finds the
combination of aspirin with
a drug often used in treating
cancer of the head and
neck.
methotrexate.
is
potentially lethal.
Dt.

Matk

Mandcl.

CLEVELAND (AP) The head of the northern
Ohio
diocese
in
the
Episcopal Church. Bishop
John Burt. sees l>>76 as the
year of church affirmation
for women.
And he says he still will
lesign if 11 doesn't turn out
that way in his church.
"I am a very strong
advocate of ordination of
women to the pnesthood."
Bishop Burl saidl in a recent
interview,
repealing
a
position he has held for a
long time despite a squabble
over the matter with the
pastor of Oberlin's Chrisl
Church, the Rev.
Peler
Beebe.

"I BELIEVE it will come
to pass in C»76, and it will
be a very great thing
because it will affirm in a
new way the pcrsonliood of
women," the bishop said.
Asked whether he still
would resign if Ihe church's
general
convention this
Scpicmber failed 10 legalize
woman priesthood. Bishop
Butt said "yes. unless some
legally
appropriate
alternative that I don't
know about" turned up.
He speculated the general
convention could leave the
decision to each diocese,
adding. "This would be an
appropnate alternative."

WEDNESDAY IS
COLLEGE ID
NIGHT

recent

reclassiiTcstion of

some
University
jobs,
although he stressed that
Ihe
area
of
job
reclassificaiion is not under

hie jurisdiction.
In
other
business,
members of the Women's
Caucus will ciiculate two
petitions, one concerning
the lack of facilities for
women at the stadium and
Ihe other dealing with
procedures for employes
who wish lo appeal their job
^classifications.
Meeting! of Ihe Women's
Caucus ate held every
second Wednesday and
fourth Tuesday. Wednesday
meetings
will
feature
spcakeis. while Tuesday
meelings will be devoted to
business matters,

Kissinger optimistic about Soviet
nuclear weapons treaty position
WASHINGTON
(APt - Secretary of State
Henry
Kissinger
said
yesterday he is going to
Moscow on ihe strength of
"a clear promise" that the
Soviet! would make a
significant modification of
then position on a new
nuclear weapons treaty.
Hut Kissingei warned lhat
Ihe brightened piospccls

'1.25-ALL SEATS-M.25

could be clouded by
piolongcd Sovicl support
for a Cuban expeditionary
force thai he said is trying
lo take over Angola.
"The
United
States
considers
such
actions
incompatible with a genuine
relaxation
of tension,"
Kissinger said in a stalcmcnt
al a news conference
HE emphasized, however.

that harnessing nuclear
weapons technology is a
paramount concern to the
IWO superpowers and the
world itself.
liven with ihe conflict in
Angola. Kissinger said, "we
should no) play with the
Strategic aims limitations
negotiations. It is a matter
thai is of piofound concern
for Ihe long-term future."

tonttfht
5p.m. tomidnigbt
3nd every Trwrs. night....

CINEMA I
OPENS 11:30

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY

M

»-.».• *fces; V-T rt ^iv-,

*
*
*
*

Joyce West
Leslie Parker
Marian Purnell
Jasmine Russell
Marilyn Meriwether
Jackie Bailey
Tonia Kates
Cookie Gray
Robbie Smith
Sandra Jones
Loretta Stiles
Roberta Powers
Wanda Wilson
Kim Parker
Deidra Corbet t
Diane Robinson
Devore Nixon

SHOW 12:00

Every MOTHER Every FATHER Every DAUGHTER Every SON
MUST SEE TEENA6E SEX REPORT!

to our lovely
Angels

THE
ASIAN AMERICAN

Sponsored by Asian Roots
and Studenf Activities

rules. Chenault said he can
make suggesiions and bring
mailers of discrinunalion to
the attention of responsible
parlies.
Chenault presently is
developing a woik force
analysis which will point
out
weaknesses
in
University
employment
practices regarding salary.
tenure and the composition
of the woik force.
Chenault said his major
project for this quarter is
writing .111 affirmative action
plan for the University
which, since the University

OTHER
problems
Cheaull said he is concerned
with arc: no women hold
top administrative positions
al the University, sexist bias
in University classrooms,
sexist language in University
publications such as job
application
forms
and
implementation of Title IX
guidelines.
Chenault said he would
try lo help anyone with a
pioblcm concerning the

FRIDAY-SATURDAY MIDNIGHT SHOW

MEDIA STEREOTYPES
OF ONE MINORITY GROUP:

7:30 pm Pink Dogwood, Union
Open to all

drug but not salicylaies
remained normal.
They also said they found
the same results in sludics
conducted on mice.
Knowing ihe potential
problem
would
pennii
doctors to continue ihe
therapy while avoiding the
abnormal blood production
problem. Mandel said. He
said that patients in which
immunity to Infectloui
disease was reduced might
require isolation to protect
them
from
ordinary
bacteria. He also said that
even in mild cases, pitientl
recovered more slowly than
normal and were subject to
complications.

authorized to enforce the

receives federal money, is
required by federal law.
AN affirmative action
plan must detail hiring
procedures. Chenault said.
In addition, contractots and
laboi associations that deal
with the University also
must
not
practice
discrimination.
A work force analysis and
provisions for monitoring
the plan and setting up an
advisory council also must
be included in the plan, he
said
At
this
time
the
University
has
an
affirmative action policy
Statement, Chenault said,
bul it is not detailed enough
to fulfill Ihe requirements
of a bona fide affirmative
action plan.
"We badly need lo get
ourselves in order at this
University
concerning
affirmative
action
procedures." Chenault said.
According to Chenault.
there is a possibility the
Univetsity
could
be
investigated
by
the
Department
of Health.
Education
and Welfare
(HUD) for compliance with
affirmative
action
regulations.

AT B.G.s STADIUM PLAZA

Got any news?
Call the News.

A discussion/slide show by
Harvey Hayashida (Asian
American Coordinator) and
Mark Young, representing
the Asian American Alliance
off Oberlin College.

serious cases, he said, adding
that his concern stemmed
from the extensive use of
aspirin
and
many
aspirin-containing drugs to
relieve pain.
The researchers worked
with
17r> pitientl ai
University
Hospitals or
Cleveland
Veterans
Administration
Hospital.
They conelated salicylale
compounds and oilier drugs
given to the patterns with
the patients' while blood
counls and with their
progress.
THEY leported finding a
rapid fall in white cell
count! alter administialion
of a single dose of a
salicylale, a change thai
occurred up 10 four days
after
completion
of
methotrexate therapy. They
said . blood counts in
patients receiving the cancel

form whenever a vacancy in
the
department
occurs
before he or she begins to
recruit candidates. Chenault
said.
CHENAULT then would
check to see whether
underutilization
in
the
employment of minorities
and women occurred within
the department.
Under the procedure.
Chenault can question a
selection after an applicant
is chosen. He can ask for
reasons why an applicant
was rejected and check the
qualifications of applicants.
Although he is not

$
our regular

Penny Storks
Wardene Bonds
Sandra Harriston
Dawn White
Sharon Babb
Debbie Thigpen
Sharon Lewis
Brenda Bates
Stephanie Smith
Bennell Riley
Phyllis Autry
Valencia Proa
Marjean Bell
Carletta Railey
Crystal Gooch
Bev Brown

only *|.
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the Store

minimum for delivery

$1.70

FREE DELIVERY

FWLM15
•PIZZA •

sues • SIWIHETTI

l00*,S.l"\AIN,B.tr

PH.iS2-757J
. The Brothers

off
Alpha Phi Alpha

*
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THE MARINES HAVE LANDED!

THURSDAY
LADIES NIGHT

TOLEDO'S ONLY
EUROPEAN STYLED
DISCO
BRING THE AD, GET IN FREE FRI OR SAT
3415 DORR ST. AT BYRNE - 536-2001
OPEN WED - SAT

14 & 15 JAN. - UNIVERSITY HALL
SUMMER OFFICER TRAINING
JUNIORS, SOPHOMORES,
& FRESHMEN
NO ON-CAMPUS REQUIREMENTS
AIR-GROUND OR LAW - S900/YEAR

CAPTAIN ROGERS (313)226-7764
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Car registration policies explained

Hearst, trial

Editor's
note:
The
following is the second part
of a three-part series on the
Student Traffic Court.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Patricia Hears!, in a
surprise move by the defense, look the witness stand
yesterday during a hearing called to discuss the conduct
of a government psychiatrist who examined her.
The judge did not identify the psychiatrist hut said
the hearing would consider whether the psychiatrist had
acted "in a manner inconsistent with appropriate
procedures for interviewing the defendant.'1

Female envoy
WASHINGTON
(AP)-Annc
Armstrong
was
nominated
yesterday
as the first woman
U.S.
ambassador to Great Britain and pledged to "work
doubly hard to be a credit to this office and to American
women in particular."
In announcing her appointment. President lord said
he thought his administration was "doing quite well" in
naming women to government posts and "we're going to
continue to do better."
With Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and Mrs.
Ford looking on, the President told Mis Aimstiong he
was certain she would "do a superb job "

By Mark Behlert
A student brings his car
to
the
University
on
Sunday, planning to take it
back home on Friday. He
decides not to pay the S20
car registration fee for such
a short period of time.
The registered car of a
commuter student breaks
down one morning. She is
forced to drive her mother's
car to the University for a
week.
Finding a yellow ticket
under the car's wiper, these
two students ask the same
question: "Why did I get
this?"
NON-REGISTRATION is
the
technical
reason.
Sixteen of the 68 cases
heard in Student Traffic
Court last fall dealt with
failure to register.
In the above situations, a
little information on what

YARN SALE

LIMITED QUANTITY
|o
00° SUPRA-MOHAIR
REG $159 NOW89*
NOAAIS LAFLEUR
REG $1.49 NOW 69*
FRENCH TROUBADOUR
REG $1.39NOW89*

BUCILLA

lo do would have prevcnled
two tickers.
Ignorance of (he law is no
excuse, but some persons
question whether enough
information is provided to
student drivers by Parking
Services.

News analysis
Traffic Court advises the
student to contact Parking
Services.
In
the
first
situation.
a
temporary
parking permit should be
purchased for SI a week for
a period of lour weeks or
less.
IN THE second case, the
student
must
obtain
a
duplicate of the original
decal
immediately
after
arriving on campus. When
the original car returns lo
campus, the duplicate decal
must be returned to Parking
Services.
If the student
follows
these
rules, no

automobile on campus and
the car's owner still is
responsible for paying the
fine.
Both Parking Services and
Traffic Court hold that a car
is the owner's responsibility
under all circumstances. If
he decides not to register his
car. it is up to him and no
one else lo avoid gelling a
ticket.

unregistered car lo campus.
he
commits a
separate
offense of the regulations.
According lo the policy, a
student
who
docs
not
register
his
car
after
acquiring
his
first
non-registration ticket could
receive a second ticket with
a S25 fine attached.
After a car is registered
wilh Parking Services, two

THE
MOTOR
vehicle
regulations
do, however,
allow a student to leave his
car unregistered if he does
not bring il onto campus.
Traffic Court follows the
policy thai each lime a
student
brings
an

additional conditions must
be met. A student must pick
up his decal and place it on
his car. By failing to do so.
he is committing the offense
of
failure
to
complete
registration.
A
student also must
mount his decal properly.

side.
EVEN IF bad weather
does not permit proper
mounting of the decal, the
student must make an effort
to
display
it
in some
fashion.
A
sludent
is
excused from any violation
concerning the display of
the decal if il was mounted
properly but fell off because
of rain or snow.

car lo another without the
permission
of
Parking
Services.
An important guideline
lo remember is to consult
Parking Services when in
doubt.

Food discounts offered

Kroger aids elderly

charge will he assessed
According
to
the
University
motor vehicle
regulations, a student has 4K
hours
to
register
his
automobile from the time it
is brought to campus. A
warning ticket is first issued,
then
one
requiring the
payment of a fine il the
automobile
remains
Unregistered.
A common
tion is that the
not responsible
icceivcd when
car to friends.
park
an

misconcepcar owner is
lor violations
he lends his
A friend can
unregistered

By Kevin McCriy
Staff Reporter

weekly
coupon
specials
without meeting the usual
minimum
purchase

Bowling
Green
senior
citizens now can participate

requirement
The program participants

in a program designed to
help them stretch
their
fixed
incomes
at
the
super market
All 151 Kroger Co. stores
in Michigan, northern Ohio
arid northern Indiana as of
Monday
began
allowing
persons over the age of 50
lo participate in its "Senior
Citizen Savings Program."
The plan permits those

must complete a registration
card at any Kroger store in
the designated marketing
regions.
They
then
are
issued a caid which entitles

qualified

to

them to make the coupon
purchases if the card and
the appropriate coupons are
presented.
"IN
these
difficult
economic limes those on
fixed incomes are being hurl

purchase

the most." said David Burl.
Kroger's
Michigan
marketing
area
vice
president "If this program
can
ease some of their
burden, we are pleased lo be
able lo help."

to buy
giound

ChOPf

FITNESS WORLD
HEALTH SPA

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Tuol. thru S«t. 7:30*K

\niitfiyi 7

requirement! for age and
coupons are left to the
discretion of the cashier.

CLASSES WILL BE HELD AT THE

I nil Cuurte l-'imlly

I>*M

"^F

SC-TTOO

HOW DOES
$
57.50*
SOUND?

SENSI: CARLOS MANOQUIN

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

ft
£
ft
iv
ft
d

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

352-4 J«3

+&$><?

Hampton House

Closed Monday
412 East Wooster

MMA^AAAAAAOAAAAMMAAMMMM^^M^MMA^MA^MMM^^^MAMAM

MODEL OPEN...
NOON TILL 4:30 P.M.

Deluxe 2 bdrm.
Furnished
Central heat Et air
Laundry fac. in bldg
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
For Information, Call

Where Today's Hobbles
are Tomorrow's Heirlooms

%

milk and
available

Great Scol Food Slore.
1616 E. Wooster St.. also
has a similar program, bin a
slore spokesman said that
no card is required from the
customer. He added that
much
of the
program's

KARATE

Char Broilad Slryakl and

bread,
meats

through coupon offers.

response.
Marge Powell, comanagci
of Kroger's, 11)44 N Mam
St.. said she was not allowed
to My how many persons
«—<■—***»—««.

- FEATURING -

had
signed
up for the
program,
but
said
the
response was favorable.
Powell said thai she knew
of no special restrictions
placed upon the types of
purchases allowed through
the coupon plan. She said
she
believed
that most
peisons would use the plan

According to Burl, the
program was tested in stores
in
(irand
Rapids
and
Hastings, Mich, and met
with
favorable
consumer

INTERESTED IN

Dinner

ENROLL NOW IN THESE CLASSES!
MACRAME
KNITTING NEEDLEPOINT
CREWEL
CROCHET
DIP'N DRAPE

Twenty-five dollars is a
lol of money to lose for a
non-registration
ticket.
However.
the
most
expensive ticket a student
can receive is for falsifying
or changing evidence of the
registration. The amount of
this fine is $50.
One is not permited by
the regulations to change
the dale of expiration on a
temporary permit or to
transfer a decal from one

The
motor
vehicle
regulations state that a
permanent decal must be
displayed lo the right of
center of the rear bumper.
Temporary permits should
be
placed
in
the rear
window on the passenger

f

70S 7Hl St.
•per person

^MjSg

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

CRUSTY'S
PIZZA
PUB

PIZZA

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & CRUSTY'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSEY DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL SCHOOL YEAR OF 1976

SALADS

HOURS SUN - THUR 4 PM - 1 AM
FRI - SAT 4 PM - 2 AM

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS. (FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (21 BEDROOM - (2) STUDENTS SUMMER QTR.

352-3551

$ 1 3» Chefs Salad
Small
Ham & Cheese * 1 39
Large
39
eat Ball
Tossed Salad

13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•
•
•
'•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$t«i

•1

DINNER SPECIAL
EVERY MON, TUES, WED
S -8 PM

FREE DELIVERY

65e

Square Piizo
Cfceese
Caeeiol
One'em

* 1.00 Off

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4.30 PJH. WEEKDAYS

*.50 Off

Extra Large) Round Pizza

352-9302

A Large Square Pizza

EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

<&&

IMkn
uMB»
7*?

160

4.50

Cfcmi £
Two Item
1.10
Cruoioi
TVeertem. ... J.45
Cheese l

F«*rh»u .... U|

Sf»«W

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR
FROM '252.00 PER PERSON PER QUARTER

'"■"
BBM
t.10

5.00
5.50

$JS

CRUSH'S

• Friendly Helpful Landlords

352-7365

89c

Italian Sub

New ■ Modern • Furnished - Cable T.V.
2 min. Walk to Campus
5 min. Walk to Downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Large freezer for additional food savings
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Well lighted streets between apts, campus and shopping areas

4M>
<Q&

53 2 E. Wooster

SALADS

SUBS

Coupon Expirw Dec. 26

Dtne In

Large
& Medium Pizza S
I Coupon Expire Dec. 2S

Din* In

4.J0

4.H

Subs
*.2 5 Off
Coupon Expir« Dec. 2S

I
I
.J
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local briefs

Israel warns of peace talk danger
By the Associated Press

Creative arts
Winter quarter registration for the Creative Arts
Program will be from 10 a.m.-l p.m. Saturday in the
lobby of the Musical Arts Building.
Lessons in instrumental music, art and dance for
children three to IS years of age will be offered,
according to Virginia Marks, progiam director.
For further information about specific courses and
time schedules, contact Marks at 372-0177.

Tuba concert
Tubist J Lesley Vainer of Ball State University will
present a recital at s p.m tomorrow in the Recital Hall
Musical Arts Bldg Mis program will include woiks by
Stevens. Wilder. Downey, Malone and Gregory Woolf.
The recital is tree and open to ihe public.

Open lab
An Open Manufacturing Lab is sei foi ° am I p.m.
every Saturday in 124 Industrial and Educational
Technology Bldg
Persons planning on attending these sessions musi
supply their own eye protection and materials. There
also is a SO cent chirp and identification cards will be
checked.

Correction
The Ne«s yesterday incorrectly reported that Student
Traffic Court meets ai I p.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday The correct nine is 7 p.m.
The News .ils,. incorrectly reported certain court
procedures If a case is dropped by the court, the
accused is still considered guilts and required to pay a
full fine. If the case is heard b) ihe court, he may be
found guilty . In which case the accused pays a full or
reduced tine

Israel
yesterday
threatened to "reconsider
its commitment" to the
Geneva peace talks as Arab
nations ready a proposal to
ask the United Nations
(U.N.) Security Council to
add Palestinian "national
rights" to the framework
for a Mideast peace.
Foreign Minister Yigal
Allon. speaking to the
Israeli
parliament
in
Jerusalem, warned that anv

changes in Security Council
tesolutions on the Mideast
could lead to "patalysis, if
not to the abolition" of the
Geneva conference.
The Geneva conference
was convened after the
October 117.1 Mideast war.
with the United States and
the
Soviet
Union
as
co-chairmen. It met once,
then recessed to await
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger's
personal
diplomacy.
ARAB

COUNTRIES

want
the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization
(PLO) invited lo the next
Geneva session, but Israel
refuses to negotiate with the
gucmlla organization and is
boycotting
the
current
Security Council session
because the PLO was Invited
to participate
Allon
said
"The
Palestinian pioblern must
not be ignored, but the PI O
docs not represent any
people and is not tit lor
negotiations
on
any
subject,"

At ihe U.N. in New York,
•jab delegates aid they had
■greed in principle on .i
resolution lo put before the
Securit) Council calling foi
Israeli withdrawal from ill
occupied \i.ih territory and
recognition
of
the
"inalienable national rights"
of the Palestinians as the
basis
ioi
any
peace
settlement.
The Securit) Council'!
i«o
main
Mideast
resolutions-adopted
In
1967 and 1973-call foi

Conflicts in Lebanon intensify
as death toll reaches new high
BEIRUT. Lebanon (APt
- Fighting raged across
Lebanon yesterday, leaving
16°
persons dead, the
highest daily death loll of
ihe nine-months-old civil
war thai pils right-wing
Christians against leftist
Moslems and Palestinian
guerrillas.
A
security
forces
spokesman reported .'10
other persons wounded and
eight abducted on both
sides Most of the casualties
were combatants, he said.
This brought the over-all
war loll lo mote than S.7S0
dead and more than '6.S00
wounded bv official coiinl

PISANELLO'S...

The
lighting is over
Moslem
demands
for
political
and
economic
reforms
and
Christian
resistance lo them until the
government clamps down
on the Palestinian guerrillas.
LEBANESE
officials
were expected 10 meet in
Damascus over Ihe weekend
in another allempt to bung
about a Symn-nicdiated
truce
Christian
militiamen
overran a Palestinian refugee
camp north of Beirut after a
fierce assault by Moslem
gunmen on (he Benin poit

area, an attempt to Isolate
Christian positions .nop
luxury hotel towers in the

seaside tourist district.
Palestinian
guerrilla
chieftain
Yasii
Arafat
telephoned
Presidenl
Suleiman Fanjieh protesting
the capture ol
Dbaiya
refugee

camp, seven miles

north
of
Beirut,
by
militiamen of the Christian
Phalange party.
ARAFAT
complained
that the Lebanese .nun had
been aiding the Phalang^l**
when
il
should
have
protected
the
VOOll

Christian
Palestinian
refugees ol the camp.
Phalangisi sources said
then gunmen seized Ihe
camp, combed through it
and
confiscated
large
quantities ol weapons I hey
Slid
they
expelled
in
unspecified numbei of alien
gunmen, including Iraqis,
Somalls .uul Libyans. The
refugees living in the camp
were disarmed and relumed
to
Ihcil
homes, ihese
sources laid
More than
100 persons wen- killed and
250 wounded in ilic attack
on
Dbaiya,
mostly
Palestinians, according to
securit) officials

Israeli
wilhdiawal
from
territories capiuied m the
1967 wat bul do nol
specifically
say
"all"
territories, an intentionally
vague reference to allow for
negotiation. The Palestinian
demand lor a homeland is
noi
mentioned m the
existing resolutions.
HIGH-LEVEL
U.N.
sources
said
some
differences remained among

the
Arabs
over
the
resolution
and
the
assessment of Ihe U.S.
position, bul a draft was
expected by the end of the
week
The
sources
said
Washington
may
be
amenable to a resolulion
promoting the legitimate
Interests" of the Palestinians
hut will veto one thai calls
tot Israeli withdrawal from
.ill occupied territories.

Doctors threaten
IOS ANGEI ES(APl-A
spokesman foi .i physician's
group has warned ihal the
doctors' slowdown in the
l os Angeles area could
spread ihroughoui Ihe state
when li.nelcis Insurance
Co.
raises
malpractice
insurance rates in Northern
California Feb I
\t the same lime, .< I os
Angeles Count) official said
ruesday. plans have been
prepared lo call a state ol
emergency as a possible
means ol combating the
slowdown.

siate-linanced

in return foi a

medical

"Peace

Corps''

which would have doctors
donate 20 days a year to
caring I'oi the pool
the I os Angeles County
Medic.il
Association
criticized
the
proposal
luesd.iy and protested what
ii said were statements b)
Got
Edmund Biown Jr.
thai doctors "do nol acl In
a
soclaO)
responsible
mannei to the needs ol theii
communities."
Southern
California
physicians,

OFFICIALS drew up ihe
plans in case no solution is
found lo the malpractice
situation
Ihe state has
advanced a plan calling lor a

insurance

company

mostly

in

SCORE

PIZZA 1 INB.G.!

Join UAO's
? Bowling League

We not only have

Women's League

the most trained
personnel to serve

I

Start - Jan. 26th 6:30 pin

[

Start

Couples League

you at 20!l X. Main...

We

have the largest

1

fleet to ensure FAST

Jan. 20th 6 30 pm

' 1.70/wk. - 4 member teams
limited to 8 teams

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR

free pizza delivery
to your door!
phone: 352 5166

L66K AT THttE
AT
CRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTERl

TONIGHT IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION ' 1.2 5 WITH STUDENT I.D.
NOW PLAYING
EVENINGS
AT7:15-9:15
AN INSANE AVENGER IS RIDDING

BEER & POP

PARIS OF ITS WOMEN ONE BY ONE.
THE ONLY MAN WHO CAN STOP HIM
IS BUSY CATCHING ANOTHER KILLER!

10 (iO
Pnc« good Ihru Sun

SA YELLE
YARN
ALL COLORS
FLORAL
STORAGE
CHEST
25X13X10

NOW ONI v
1.39

1.19

CLAY POT
NOW PLAYING
EVENINGS
AT 7:15 -9:45

What happens when you're a N.Y cop
fsent to France to bust
a dope ring and...
You can't speak French

French cops hate you
:?The
Your own peop*e have set you up...

W/ROPE
MILKGLASS
BOUDOIR
LAMPS
DOW GARD
ANTIFREEZE
1 gallon
BED PILLOWS

:

STANDARD SIZE
FOAM
& FEATHER

R[MtT1HCTlM>

HACKMAN
COHHBCTiON

2

V * iWU *(* W /*-

COMING SOON "HINDENBURG"

Sires 5 to 13
Includes blouses, shirts, pullovers,
sweoters, skirts, slacks and jackets.

1.19

»/2 price
JUNIOR

DRESSES
Sizes 5 to 13

Choose from street lengths
and long dresses

save

Vs

and
more!

NOW ONI V

JUNIOR

1.89

JACKETS
Sizes 5 to 13

NOW ONLY

Hurry in and save up to

4.99

50

NOW 0NIY

3.19

%

JUNIOR

SKIRTS

NOW ONLY

Sizes 5 to 13

1.99

GRcV
DISCOUNT

DRUG STORES,
Compipte Prescription Service
Let Grays fill /Our Prescription

•yiAl£

SEPARATES &
CO-ORDINATES

now
Most yminq man and women don't participate in Army
ROTC just lor the $100 a month they earn during their
last two years of coiiaoe.
it probably tint even ihe convenience ot earning a
degree and a commission at the same time, or serving their
country as art Army officer
Tne real reason is what Army norc leadership
development will do 'or them in any career they choose.
This is hard lor young men and women to realize until
it happens. This is why we hope that you will consider
Army ROTC and the Military Science Program at Bowimq
Green State University.
During the
Winter Quarter Iho Military Science
Department will otter three sections ot MS 102 and a
special section ot MS IOI. So, In case you missed us
during the Kail Quartet ils still not loo lale to L«tV» Wh.it
t ; j^-es to Lead in Army ROTC.
i nr futihci information on ihe Army ROTC program
contact the Military Science Department at 1/2-247? or
stop in and see Captain Tom wnippic in Room 157 of
Memorial Hall.

MEXICAN

CINEMA n

Jan. 17, 1976

Army ROTC.
Itfc more than $100
a month.

AnrnROTC

the

1 os Angeles area, began the
work slowdown Jan I to
protest an Increase of .'-7
pet ccni in their malpractice
insurance premiums.

off
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Advisory board sought to increase student input
By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter

student representative, according to Coulter. Since Hof is
interested in the development of URAB, Coulter said that
the board would have access to the administration as well as

The Universiiy Office of Public Services is trying lo form
a Universiiy Relations Advisory Board (URAB) made up of
students from various University factions in order to
provide the administration with student input toward the
University as a whole.

access to students.
"We want to get students who are involved in more than
one group or activity on campus and who can really
represent student opinion," Coulter said.
"We would like representatives from the different
colleges, dormitories, and activities, as well as minority
students, grad students and foreign students," she said.
Coulter said that an example of a typical representative
might be a commuter student who is involved in sports.
However, a student who is not involved in a particular
group but has ideas and is willing to work also should apply
for a board position, she added.
"EVERYONE seems to think that the students who run
things on campus are always greek, and in a way this is true.
Most of the applications we've received have been greeks
and seniors, but we are trying to get other students as
well."

James Hof, vice president of public services, tried last
year to establish this type of organization. But according to
Barbara Coulter, senior (B.A.) and student assistant in the
Public Service Office, the group never got off the ground
because of the members' confusion about their function
and what they were supposed to accomplish.
The purpose of URAB will be to relay the ideas and
problems of the general student population to the
administration. Coulter said. Specifically what the group
will do and what its goals will be will depend on the group's
membership, she added.
THE INFLUENCE URAB could have on administrative
decisions possibly could be more than that of an elected

Coulter said the board also is looking for underclassmen

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
riMis
© l»7J tOS ANOllfS

41 Slitlike
43 Q2. for one
46 Daughter of
Loki
46 Adorn magnificently
48 Under the most
favorable conditions

ACROSS
In
(truly)
Ban
Fruit
Habituate
Shield
Explorer
Teaman
17 Complete
18 Inherent
capability
1
6
10
14
15
16

50 Caustics

51 Inch forward
52
Island,

Take shape
Dance
Palms off
Pried (into)

NY.

55 Owns
56 Humor or
temper
59 Serving as a
substitute
61 Balance

26
28
32
33

Causes pain
Able
Actor Holbrook
Musketeer

35
36
38
40

Hit the target
Theater sign
Teuton
Taormina's
neighbor

ANSWER

PREVIOUS

62 Common catchall abbr.
63 Asiatic
64 Barbara or
Clara

65 Knot
PUZZLE

i
7

1

1

V

H

to
■23
26

V

32

■■

3

'

II

42

53

"

■

2 Apprised of
3 In jeopardy:
Phrase
4 Quake
5 Pronoun

matters

6 Unenthusiastic

7 Excited
8 Short time:
Colloq.
9 Instrumental

29 Apropos'

1

■ '■>'

66

24 Depot: Abbr
25 Stonecutter
26
Khan,
Sir Tiger
27 Saw
28 Poison

Sr|

b/

bB

45

49

L
1 I
10 Gilbert and
Sullivan
title
11 Sashes
12 Protein food
13 House wings
19 Comments
21 Laughing

(solo

■
■

63

65

30

40
04

60

52

DOWN

29
35
39

38
1

5U

59

,,

28

■so
52

■

TT- TT TT

19

34

17

16

1

*

8

■

2H

;

36

66 Successes
67 Among:
Prefix

1 Pas —
dance)

r-

l r~

5— 3

25 Silent

To start off the
New Year....Here's a Sale
of Sales! As of December 31, 1975....The
Fair Trade Law of Ohio has been repealed.
The Savings are yours....Many items now
being sold at our COST!

Coulter.
Coulter said the structure of the group will be left open
so that the members can conduct general discussions on
what problems they are having within their factions in
relation to other University factions.

Applications for positions on the board are available at
the Office of Public Service, 910 Administration Bldg.
Coulter said she would like all applications in tomorrow.

20
21
22
23

TODAY
thru
JAN. 17th

Position assignments will be determined through review of
the applications as well as interviews with
- Hof and

since her office wants it to be an on-going organization.
Although the exact number of positions on the board has
not been determined, Coulter estimated' that there probably
will be 10 to 12 positions.

Phrase
30 Sea birds

61
64
67

54 PartofUSMA

55 Offend
57 Bone: Prefix

31 Traded (in)
34 Angelic

58 Cherished
60 Aries assent
61 Greek letter

headwear
Fish story
Approaches
Kind of cake
Map notation:
Abbr.
47 Summit
49 Lament
37
39
42
44

51 Containers
52 Scandinavian
name

53 Belgrade name

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Lowest prices ever on
CrD PIOIMCECER Receivers

FREE FOR THREE!

Pioneer SX434
»24800

List

Cost
Pioneer

M48"
SX636
,

36200

list

*2.700

Co»t

Pioneer 939
'62000

List

*37200

Cost

H.r. or. fin* stereo
receivers that'll keep
you happy for a long
time. Advanced circuitry
includes phase-lockloop ond large scole integrated circuits tor top
performance from records, tapes and broadcasts. Choose what Pioneer receiver is right
for you.

Regular Price $14.97

Mm.II UD C 90 Cassette TifMt
With the purchase ot three ol these provtn. high performance
upes you uet i conv.ni.nl storage case for no eirtra charge
Maxell's new P. Gamma Hematite is the molt advancad oxide
formulation in th. magnetic tap. industry. You'll tind that
th.se superb cassettes will outperform most expensive tapes on
the market including, chromium dioxide.

Lowest prices ever on
TEAC A-2300S

limited Quantities First com*. First t.rv*d
at these unheord ot pnc.s

LIST
•579.50

Tfechnics
NOW

5

^

7

M69'

Technics. RS-243US High Fidelity Cassette Dock
Featuring Dolby System*. Cr02 normal tape selector Auto-Stop. Memory rewind. Mechanical
pause control for recording and playback. Record
indicator. Headphone jack.
'Unrlar Itct-nt* from Dolby laboratories ln<

CrDPIOIMCCR'

$

399

Basic design philosophy has everything to do with
how well and how long your tape recorder will
work. The A-230OS represents the fundamental
statement of the TEAC design philosophy: 3
motors, 3 heads, and touch button logic circuitry.
Mechanical precision.

n
M°1H> elliptical Stslus
Deluxe high traikabilll),
cartridge

Lowost Ever

TP 800 Pioneer's face lift for 8-trock with FM and
FM stereo. Fits neatly under your dash. Large
radio dial. Illuminated pointer
and
stereo
indicator. Stereo mono switch.

The Shure M«IED Cartridge has superb high frequency trackability ond overall performance previously unavailable at this price level. For V. to
1 '/> grams tracking.

"limited Quantities

HUNDREDS OF IN STORE SPECIALS

Weekly General Growth Group open to all w/pre-group
interview Rm. 320 Stud. Serv. Bldg.. 3-5 p.m. Call Carol
or Gwen at 2-2081 (or interview.
Interested In becoming an RA (or the 1976-77 school
year? Appli. in Rm. 425 Stud. Serv. Bldg. Apph. due Fri.
Jan. 16.

LOST: Chain with medal in
Men's locker rm. on Jan. 5.
Sentimental value, reward,
call 2-5930.

CRUSTY'S PIZZA PUB.
Driver wanted with car.
Apply in person 532 E.
Wooster.
Need waitresses & waiters
must be 21 full or part time.
Apply
Dixie
Electric,
874-8649.
Needed babysitter 831 7th
Apt. 4. Hrs. Mon. & Wed.
from 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tues. & Thur. (rom 11:30
a.m. to 1:30. Contact at
above address.

Professional typing (or any
and
all
assignments.
352-0224.
"Intro, to Plant Life" class
ottered by the Plant Lady
on Weds. even, is lull.
Forming new class Thurs.
even. Only (ew spaces left.
"Creative Plant Class" has
only a lew spaces left- For
info call 352-1809.

WANTED

"2 Great Locations'

400 S. MAIN ST.
FINDIAY, OHIO
PHONE 424-1191

OPEN: Monday - Friday 10am to 9pm - Saturday 10am to 5:30 pm.

1 (. rmmt. now. 352-7768
or 352-2376.
Rmmt. needed now in 3 girl
apt.
914
E.
Wooster.
$65/mo. 353-1521: atter 6.
669-2156.
F. rrrrt. needed'(urn. apt. to
sublet
Cherry
Hill,
352-2257.
1 (. rmmt. to sublet apt. spr.
qtr. $72.50/mo. 352-3322.
1 m, student needed to (ill 4
man apt. at Campus Manor,
352-9302
or
352-7365
evenings.
1 (. rmt. to sub. apt. spr.
352-0707 eve.
F. rmmt. needed wtr. spr.
qtr. Call 352-2197 eve.
F. rmmt. wtr. spr.
Cherry
Hill
Apt.
352-6428.

qtr.
66.

SERVICES OFFERED

Music lessons - voice, piano,
or guitar. 352-2161.

1U«S MAIN ST
•OWIINC GKEN. OHIO
PHONI157-4745

SIGMA
PHI
EPSILON
RUSH. All interested men
are invited to attend and
meet
the
brothers.
Refreshments will be served.

Statistical Package for the social sciences (SPSS) version
6 Seminar Rm. 210 Math-Sci. Bldg.. 2-2:50 p.m.

HELP WANTED

"limited Quantities"

LIST
•154.95

Thursday. January 15, 1976

FOUND: Chain & metal in
Darrow Hall. Call 2-5860.

4j^^

That was pretty sneaky
Alpha Gam pledges' We
Love You all. The Sisters.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

LOST AND FOUND

by Panasonic

LIST.. .$199.95

m» CLaSSIFIED .-a**-

M.
rmmt.
to
share
3
bedroom
apt.
own
unfinished
bedroom.
$92/mo.
Call
352-1665
after 6 p.m.
M. student to share small
house w/ 3 men. Close to
campus.
Inquire at 836
Third St.

Need (. spr. sublet house
close
$65.
Lorraine,
352-0379.
F. rmt. 4 nice apt. pool,
own rm. 352-1938.
Need 2 people to sublet 1
bdrm.
apt.
spr.
Call
352-6492.
1 t. to sub. luxury apt. spr.
qtr. Linda 352-7371 for
more info.
PERSONALS
DON'T FORGET Men's and
women clearance sale at The
Oxford
House
518
E.
Wooster.
Nancy, twice the candle was
passed: and it came to you
at last Congratulations to
you and Butch on your
Alpha
Gam-Sigma
Nu
pinning.

Congratulations
on your
engagement
Nancy
and
Rich! You love it--and so do
we!
Love.
All
Your
Roomies.
Bill: Congiatulations on the
job. I love you. more than
yesterday.
less
than
tomorrow.
Find out why
Teke is
Unique. 7:30-9:30 tonight.

alone 15 cents. Many other
plants reduced. This week
only. RAIN FOREST 190F
S. Mam in MiniMall.
FOR SALE

Yamaha rec. Fisher spkrs.
352-2481 atter 4.
Head Skis 2-pr. 170 & 200
cm. Exc. Cond. 352-7296.
Empire 598 turntable best
otter.
Sylvania
2743
receiver 50 watts RMS best
o((er. 372-3697 a(ter 6 p.m.
House Plant Sale. Sat. Jan.
17. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 407C S.
Enterprise.

DZ's, Thanks (or a super
tea. Th. Tekes.

FOR RENT

Alterations & Tailoring. The
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main.

3 bdrm. house 3-4 students,
immed. rental. 353-8331,
353-8331 near Univ.

A
UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY to explore your,
(aith. A Religious Values
Claritication workshop is
being offered this qtr. at
United Christian Fellowship
(UCF) on Thursdays at 8
p.m. For more information
call 352-7534.
Call PAAT for
advice. 2-2657.

academic

VALENTINE PORTRAITS
CALL HAGER STUDIO'S.
Free dog to a good home.
Call 352-1747.
Phi Kappa Psi Rush tonight
7 p.m. Come meet the
Brothers.
Knot
Shop
•
Quality
macrame. hanging tables,
pot hangers, wall hangings,
jewelry,
&
more.
10%
discount
to
all
BGSU
students with ID. 995 S.
Main
No.26
(Lamplight
/Court) Hours: Mon. 1-9
p.m., Tues.-Fri. 1-6. Ph..
352-3132.
For 65 cents or less at the
Plant Lady you can buy...up
to live sizes clay pots and
saucers, some glass pots,
potting soil, and a variety of
small plants! 102V* N. Main.
Special
Sale.
Free
Wandering Jew plant with
purchase of any item in
store.
"Kissinger"
plant

Greenview
Apts.
Now
renting
one
and
two
bedroom apts. low rates, all
utilities pd. 352-1195, 12-6
p.m.
Furn. efde. apt. (or 1 or 2,
ace (rom camp, all util.
except elec. $160/mo. Mo.
0( Jan. pd. 352-5435.
2
bedroom,
4
person,
(urmshed, near campus at
521 East Merry, tenant pays
only the electric, excellent
condition. $296. per month.
2
bedroom,
4 persons,
(urnishtd, located at 824
Sixth Street, tenant pays
only the electric, excellent
condition, $260. per month.
For
more
details,
call
Newlove Realty. 353-7381.

525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
(urn.
air,
270 mo.
plus util.
Call
353-7381.
520 E. Reed new large 2
bed apt. Furn. air. 280/mo.
plus electric. Call 353-7381;
STUDENT APARTMENTS
352-1800 or 352-4671.
Furn. 1 bdrm. apt. to subl.
immed.
all
util. ' pd;
$180/mo. 352-2942.
Hall o( two bedroom apt.,
call Brow, 372-0032 (days),
352-2784 (evenings).
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Guts, desire make Leeseburg bullish
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
Just as portrayed in
Charles Atlas' muscle-making endorsements, no longer
will anyone kick sand in
Gerry Leeseburg's face.
Leeseburg. a senior who
carried only 112 pounds on
a 6-1 frame five years ago.
wrestled his first collegiate
match ever Saturday in the
167-pound weight class.
The opponent: Miami's
Jerry Darwal. fourth place
finisher in the Mid-American Conference last year.
THE
RESULT:
Leeseburg drew with the
highly touted Darwal. 3-3.
Leeseburg. once
by
college
standards, gained
and weight since
junior year.

Draw

Falcon senior wrestler Gerry Leeseburg (top) rides Miami's Jerry Darwal (bottom)
to a 3-3 stalemate Saturday. The match was Leeseburg's first since high school.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Dolphin receiver writes letter

Moore warns qb's about turf
MIAMI
(API-Miami
Dolphins wide recdvef Nai
Moore has sonic advice for
the
quarterbacks
in
Sunday's Super Bowl Game
»aich out for the Orange
I Bowl's ripped, patched and
; deformed Iwo-loue lurf.
In
an
open
letter
! copyrighted and published
:hy Ihe Miami News. Moore
Mold
Dallas
Cowboy
;quarterback Roger Staubach
and his Pilishurgli Slecler
: counterpart Terry Bradshaw
that the artificial turf on
i which, they will umiaMo Jui
,thc
National
Football
League
championship

should be cut into "cheap
welcome mats."
"IF EITHER of you
believe
in
Divine
Assistance." Moore advised,
"pray for a bright, sunshiny
day because if it rains,
you're in big trouble."
Rain water forms massive
puddles on the poly-turf
surface, mainly on the outer
fringe* from the 20-yard
lines to the end /ones.
Mooic said.
"Since the field is set up
to drain that way. the water
settles in those areas and
makes firm footing naarlat-,1
impossible." Moore wrote.
IN THE spots where

there is no drain and the
turf is malted, pass receivers
will have difficulty, Moore
contended.
"They're going to be
worried about then footing
instead of worrying about
:he hall." he said, "and that
means a lot of dropped
passes."
As for the defensive
hacks:
"If you think the turf is
slippery
when
you're
running forward, imagine
what it's like when you're
running backwards."
IF IT RAINS, field
favor the
jonditions wi

team
with
a
strong,
straight-ahead
running
attack, he said, because an
offense relying on pulling
guaids and tiap plays will
have trouble.
Moore said even if the
field is dry "it's still in
terrible shape."
And then thcic's the
stretched turf.
"Over the years the nig
has stretched a little and it's
now slightly more than 100
yards. About three Inches
more." Moore said.
- SO RUSHERSs-mus* be
extra careful to cross the
goal line, he said.

Mooic noted that the
turf, which has raised the ire
of pro and college coaches
alike, is so bad that the City
of Miami will replace it
either with grass oi a new
artificial surface in time for
the beginning of the 1976
season.
"There aie bumps and
nps
and
patches and
diopotfs and seams that
have worn through to the
concrete," Moore said
"If you're not careful,
you might catch a cleat in
one ol ik»he seams ix-aiaw
and tiim an ankle. Or

a shrimp
wrestling
strength
his prep

"When he got out of high
.school. Gciry figured he was
too small to wrestle." coach
Bruce Bellard said of his
surprise find. "Back then,
he was very scrawny.
"But now. he's very
strong and can really help us
in a big weak spot," Bellard
added.
leo Flury. an inferior
wrcstlci to Darwal. was
scheduled to go up against
leeseburg.
But
Darwal
replaced
Flury
and
Leeseburg got worried
"Coach
(Bellard) was
trying not to scare me,"
l«cscburg said, "but
I
reali/ed that Darwal was
much tougher than Flury by
the way he was talking. I
was scared."

First 'Superstars' hits campus
Picture
yourself
competing with sports stars
such as O.J. Simpson. Phil
Villapiano. John llavicek
and Billie Jean King in the
ABC-TV
Superstars

competition
That
dream probably
won't
come
true, but
University students, faculty
and staff have a chance to
compete in the first annual
Superstars competition here
Feb. I7-2I.
Bowling Green's version
of "Pie Superstars" will he
open
to
all University
students
and
employes.
There
will
be
three
"superstars"
champions
crowned
during
the
competition with students
competing in the men's and
women's
division
and
faculty and staff members
forming a third division.

ENTRY FORMS have
been mailed to all housing
units and office buildings on
campus. Each unit
will
select its own participant to
form a 32-pcrson field for
each of the three divisions.
Off-campus
units
oi
groups
wishing
to
participate
in
(he
competition can pick up
entry
forms
at
the
Cummutcr Center or in 405
Student Services Bldg
The ten superstar events,
which get jnder way Feb.
17. begin with ping pong,
bowling and pool-shooting
accuracy.
The following
day, the swimming event
takes place.
On Feb. 19, "Superstars
Night." there will be five
events
starting
with
basketball
foul-shooting
accuracy, physical fitness
MI .ips and basketball speed

PARAGON
EXPERIENCE
AN EXPERIENCE
YOU WILL NEVER FORGET'
COMING JAN. 26

STUDENT
APARTMENTS
2BDRM UNITS FOR 3-4 STUDENTS

8 UNITS LEFT TO RENT
V* BLOCK OFF CAMPUS
SHOWING
THIS SATURDAY £ SUNDAY
PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT
TOM BAER
352-1800 or 352-4671

$1 2500
ron > "i i

shooting, all at Anderson
Arena. Indoor shot put and
hockey obstacle race will
follow at the Ice Arena
Contestants can compete
In at least seven of the first
nine events with a point
system employed for top
placers.
The
top four
point-getters
after
nine
events will compete in a
256-yard
dash
during
halftimc of the BG-Eastern
Michigan basketball game.
Feb.21.
CHAMPIONSHIP
trophies will be presented to
the winners and runners-up

for each division. There will
be medals presented to the
winners of each event in
each division.
All entries must
be
approved and signed by a
housing or office unit
official and must be sent to
the
Student
Activities
Office. 405 Student Services
Bldg.. no later than Feb. I.
The Superstars event is
being
sponsored
and
organized
by
the
Student Activities
Office,
the Undergraduate Alumni
Association and the Sports
Information Club.
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The Big
Inventory
Clearance
Sale
Is on now
SAVE
20 - 50%
on
PENDANTS
BRACELETS

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

EARRINGS

RUSH

MEDALS

All interested
men invited

WATCHES

7:30 ■ 9:30

CHINA
GLASS

Leeseburg's
grappling
history is a
story in
itself-some of it scary and
some hard to believe.
His four-year career prep
mark at little Columbia
Station, a village made up of
golf courses near Cleveland,
was an impressive .10-6-1.
THIS WAS ama/ing when
considering the fact that the
four-year district qualifier
carried only 11 2 pounds on
his 6-1 frame when P years
old and JUS) 1 2d pounds a
year
later. Thai's why
Leeseburg waited until his
final year at BG to give
wrestling another shot.
"1 wasn't strong enough
and I wasworned about my
grades.
too."
said
Lcesebuig.
who
isn't
worrying now. The pre-law
major owns a ,'.77 average.
"When I got up here. I
decided that it was time to
hit the books." he sjid. "I
didn't apply myself in high
school studying. I just had a
good time."
Most
of
Leescbcrg's
strength is natural, last
summer was the first tune
that he ever lifted weights.
"Last 'summer I was

running to keep in shape
and just got the idea that I'd
give wrestling another try,"
he said. "I gradually gained
weight and then brought up
some
weights
to
get
stronger.
"I hate to lift weights."
Leeseburg added. "It's very
bonng and frustrating."
In high school, Leeseburg
would
gam nearly 25
pounds for football and
then in merely three weeks,
lose
the
weight
for
wrestling.
•IN
FOOTBALL.
I
played
tight
end and
weighed 150 with pads,"
leeseburg recalled. "Then
I'd get down to wrestle at
126 pounds in a few
weeks."
The youngstei came up
the hard way by winning
the 158pound intramural
title last year. After that,
the summer rolled around
and he began to eat and
bulk up his frame.
"As soon as I made up
my mind, I ate four to five
meals a day-big ones,"
smiled Leeseburg. "I got up
to
176 pounds before
coming back here in the
fall."
And now all of that
weight-lifting and heavy
food consumption is going
to pay off. With the attitude
Gerry leeseburg has. it will
have to.
He's hoping to do the
sand kicking Saturday when
Toledo invades Anderson
Arena at 2 p.m. If he's
bullish enough, he may win
his first college bout ever
while remaining the lone
unbeaten Falcon.

ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA
CONGRATULATIONS NEW OFFICERS
Pres

ABORTION

With 15 seconds left in
the
opening
period.
Leeseburg opened up a 2-0
lead by scoring a takedown.
"Even
after
that
I
couldn't relax because he
was so strong." Leeseburg
said. "My spirits weren't
bolstered at all because I
knew that I had my hands
full. The takedown didn't
change the complexion of
the
match-l
was still
scared."

Debbie Messmer

Sr Panhal

1st Vice...Sharon Bartholomew Jr. Panhel

Gwen Parks
Marnie Childs

2nd Vice.Kristi Zonal

Social

Barb Reich

Treasurer..Anna Wesel

Steward

Sue Fazekai
Wendy Matthews

Rec. Sec. Chritanne Dunlap

House

Cor. Sac...Jan Tipton

Activities....Jackie Schmlttel

Rush

Standards...Susan PercJski

Robin Forgarson

Membership...Mary Beth Lowry

Scribe

Sheri Campbell

DELTA TAU
DELTA
Open Rush Party
Tonight January 15th 7:30 p.m.
REFRESHMENTS

C0NKLIN

LZZ1

MOVE YOUR FEET ON
OVER TO THE DELT HOUSE

DTD

30 MINUTE DELIVERY
PUTS US AHEAD
OF OUR COMPETITION

REFRESHMENTS

SILVER

>1 - ALL SEATS -»1
CLA zri

NOW PLAYING

EVE. AT
7:15 -9:30
It was the time of makin' out and cruisin'.
going steady and playin' it cool. It was the time
of your life, the time of American Graffitti.

Where mere you in '62 ?

CHECK FOR
SALE TAGS
AND SEE
WHAT YOU
SAVE.

*»2
HOURS:
MON. TUES. WED.
-THURS 9:30-5:30
FRI. 9:30-8
SAT. 9:30-5

PH. 353-6691

The Domino People are Pizza
People, period.
LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS
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Falcon xgreen'line
doesn't fit color tag

.1

By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor

^pfi^ir< A'l

Their coach has labeled
them "green", but the
Falcon
hockey
squad's
forward
line
of Steve
Murphy. Dave fast on and
Byron Shull is anything but
inexperienced.
Bowling Green mentor
Ron Mason traditionally has
referred lo his offensive
fronts
by
color
combinations, but this trio
of sophomore ice lalenl has
been playing like seasoned
veterans this season.
Even (hough ihe "green"
line has taken a back seat to
the "Toronto Connection"
of Mike ll.iiiiii.ni, Jack
Laine and Paul Tilanlic as
the team's most produclive
scoring- front this season.
Ihey combine as much
muscle.
huslle
and
quickness as any of the four
falcon offensive units.
"They are one of Ihe
hardest working lines in
practice," Mason said.

Center Dive Easton

|

;.. ,

Photos by AAindy Milligan
and Rob Yeager

Left wing Byron Shull (24)

Right wing Sieve Murphy (IS)

Hammye lifts BGpast Kent
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
All of the Howling Green
hoopsleis played well last
niglil in a 61-57 mild upset
over Kent Stile
Bui if you had la look

loi one certain pieyei who
was the key
10 BG'l
Mid-American Conference
(MAC)
triumph
before
2,638 al Anderson Arena,
you'd have to arch your
back and ga/e up.
When
the going got

Bowling Green's Andre Richardson (15) arches a
jumper over Kent State's 7-0 Jim Zoet for two points
last night. Richardson and his teammates downed the
Golden Flashes, 61-57. Kent scoring star James
Collins (II) can only watch. (Newsphoto by Dick
Kaverman)

tough, o-'i forward
Hammye was lough.

Ron

THE FALCONS, who
look the lead early in the
first hall (4-2) hut nevet led
hy mote than eight points,
were up al that high-water
mark (44-36) with 11 4(>
loll.
Tony Jamison's lO-lool
jumper closed the gap to
47-45
with
10:02
remaining,
Then
Mi.
dutch.. oi Hammye.. wont
to woik.
The
sophomore from
Genoa did all of the
Falcons' scoring iii the next
seven minutes
A Hammye tree throw
and a short jumpei put HI.
back ahead by live, but two
steals and hoops from
Golden Hash forward Junes
Collins trimmed it to one
(5049).
AGAIN Hammye hit a
shoil jumpei and then sank
a rebound to lilt BG. but
again Collins hit a pair of
baskets With the addition
of I Jamison jumper. Kent
led. 55-54. for us first lead
since the game's first baskcl.
With 3:30 left, BG went
lo ll.iimm e (of course) and
he sank Ihc game-winner on
a picture-perfect hook. With
Iwo Hashes hanging all over
him. Hammye had lo gel
the job done.
"I saw thai nobody was
gelling open from Ihc picks,
so I jusl look ii lo the
hole." related Hammye.

John Arnold, who played
superb ball at both ends of
the court, sank a 15-footei
lo put the game on ice.
58-55. From there, the
falcons held on for a big
win that lipped their mark
lo 2-2 in Ihe MAC and 5-7
overall. Kent is now 2-1 in
league play and 7-5 overall.
"It (the win) just shows
that we can play." Hammye
said proudly. "We've just
got lo keep playing like we
did.
"LAST YEAR. I fell the
pressure," said Hammye of
the rough going. "Maybe it
was just this game and that
we weic winning, but I just
didn't feel the pressure."
Hammye. who was held
lo four points in the first
half, came on to finish with
15 points and grab 12
caroms.
There were many oilier
big hands in this BG win
besides Hammye. though.
-The learn defense had
its best effort so far.
tendering its least number
of points all year,
-Intimidating
Andre
Richardson
and
ball-hawking Greg Kampe
can help accredit for thai.
The pair look care of Ihe
inside
and
outside,
respectively.
on
BG's
aggressive 2-3 tone.
-TOMMY Harris, though
plagued hy foul trouble
early in the opening half.

AT A LOSS ABOUT YOUR
SCHEDULE OR MAJOR?

finished high scorer with Id
points.
-And. Arnold and Dan
Hipsher came in with timely
jumpers lo help open up
things
for
Hammye
underneath.
Kampc added eiglu assists
and four steals coming oft

"THERE COULDN'T be
any one player, in college
hockey thai hustles more
than Whilcy (Easton) and
the same goes for Shull."
he said. "There aren't many
oilier players more physical
than him. Murph has his ups
and do vns. bill he's finding
himself."
Easton, who> anchors ihe
hue between left wing Shull
and light wing Murphy, was
elected iri-caplain of ibis
year's squad with seniors
Rich
Nagai
and Kevin
Ma.Donald ll marked Ihc
first time that a sophomore
had been named captain
since the 1969-70 season
when Glen Shirion received
the honor,
"Whitey has a very
positive attitude and is very
likeable," Mason said. "He's
a leader on and off the ice.
Easton is just a very mature
kid."
The trio began playing
together, on the same line
against I ake Superior in ihc
second series of last season.
Despite a shoulder injury
thai shelved Shull foi eight
games, the "green machine"
was the only line ihat
returned intact this year.
"WE'VE PLAYED with

ihe bench.
Collins. Kent's leading
scorer, had 16 points while
his running male at forward,
Udell Ball.added 10.
High-scoring
Cotleze
Brown forced many a long
jumper and finished with
nine points, hilling four of
15 from ihe floor

Before
last
night's
flash-falcon clash. Ohio
Northern clipped Bowling
Green's junior varsity in
overtime, 85-84. The baby
birds were ahead 80-78
when the visitors sent ihe
same Into the extra session
with a last-second rebound
hoop.
Jerry Hunter paced BG
with 22 tallies while John
fiupalrick. Tony KaxantS,
Brian Lasscorn and Bruce
Heldt also notched double
digits for Ihe losers, now
3-3, Northern is now 7-1.

HEADING
INTO tins
weekend's crucial Central
Collegiate
Hockey
Association (CCHAI home
scries with Ohio Slate.
Easton
(5-9-14).
Shuti
(8-6-14) and Murphy (4-5-9)
have produced only . 17
goals.
-We've been having our
problems around the net,"
Easlon said "I ike Hatty, if
he gets an open net, he
doesn't miss."
Murphy.
a
5 - 7.
155-pound Montreal, Quc.
native, has been especially
disturbed.
"I'm not
getting in
position to shoot." Murphy
said. "That's something I
have lo work on. I llunk I
have a prelt) good shot. I'm
also not shooting enough
and it seems like there's
always a man ahead to pats
lo."
If last weekend's series
sweep over lake Sunenor is
any indication. Shutt may
have found a nose for the
net.
The formei defenseman
Scored a goal each game, the
second on a streaming
hluehner from the left point'
10 open Saturday night's
scoring.
SHUTT. WHOSE brother
Steve is a winger with Ihe
Montreal Canadians who

recently was named to this
year's
National
Hockey
League all-Star learn, said he
doesn't want to switch back
to the rearguard spot.
"I switched from defense
lo Ihe wing when I came
here last year " Shun said.
"I have more confidence
this year with my stick
handling than last year.
Whiley is just making il
easier for me lo put the
' puck in their net. I wouldn't
warn to switch again."
Mason cracks a smile
when thoughts of having a,
line of Ihe same class come
up.
"Il's nice • lo divide lines
up by classes and keep them
around for four years." he
said. "Or al least, only have
one thai is not in the same
year. It's not as hard to
break in jusl one player in
the system."
And with -the prospects
of iwo more seasons of ihe
"green ' line and three
campaigns
left
for an
all - freshman line (Mark
Wells. Tom Newlon and
John Markell). opponents
only can frown.

•••

SAVES- The BG skaters
acheivcd then highest-ever
national ranking Monday,
following
the
weekend
sweep and lasl Tuesday
night's win over Noire
Dame, Ihe falcons moved
from ninth place to fifth in
the WMPI coaches poll and
from I lih lo seventh in Ihc
KBIl media poll
BG's
previous best ranking was a
sixth placing lasl January.

Wells, who nel led the
winning goal in overtime
Saturday
againsl
Lake
Superior, was voted the
Rink Rat award for ihe
series Tom Thomas and
goalie
Al
Sarachman
finished second and third
respectively

Slate Sen. Paul Gillmoie.
who amended a bill lasl
spring thai would have
prevented Ohio universities
from
giving
athletic
scholarships
lo
foreign
athletes, will be honored al
Saturday's Ohio Slate game
with a plaque

Hockey tickets
Only 500 siudeni and
adult
general
admission
tickets remain on sale for
this
weekend's
home
hockey scries with Ohio
Slate.
RESERVED
SEAT
tickets for Saturday's game
arc sold oui and less than 20
reserved tickets are available
for Friday's opener.
General admission tickets
arc SI for students and $2
for adults. Students with ID
exchanges arc advised lo
pick up their tickets as soon
as possible at Ihe Memorial
Hall ticket office.

§

Hockey polls
KBIL MEDIA POLL
1. Michigan Tech
2. Boston University
3. Minnesota
4. New Hampshire
5. Michigan
6. Brown
7. BOWLING GREEN
8. Providence
9. Michigan State
10. Harvard

WMPL COACHES POLL
1. Michigan Tech
2. Bosion University
.'. Minnesota
4. New Hampshiie
5 BOWLING GREEN
(• Michigan
7. Michigan State
8 Colorado College
9. Blown

10. Providence

Need academic advice?
Call PAAT 2-2657

KAPPA
SIGMA
RUSH PARTY

Give PAAT a call

7:30 - 9

PEER ACADEMIC ADVISING TEAM

"ENTERTAINMENT'
AND
REFRESHMENTS

2-2657

each other so long I know
where LaBeau (Murphy) or
Shulty usually are." Easlon
said.
The trio agreed that the
turning point
of their
"rookie" campaign came al
'the
North
Country
Tournament early in the
season. The line accounted
for four of the six goals in
the semifinal ouling againsl
St. Lawrence, which the
Falcons won in double
overtime, 6-5.
Easlon scored 42 points
last season and was the
second highest returning
scorer this year
behind
II a r i m a n
Murphy
meanwhile, was Ihe lop goal
scorer on the "green" line
last year wilh 18.
Despite
their
intense
checking and wilh Shult
and Beaton's ability to kill
penalties as a pair, the line
has had its problems finding
the nel this season.

.Chuck Mangionc
Quartet
lioifT jrttwr vwiw
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PEOPLE

SEE FRATERNITIES FROM THE INSIDE'
OPEN IFC RUSH TONITE 7:30

9:30
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